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ABSTRACT
The inter- relationship between physical activity, 
sedentary behaviour and sleep (collectively defined as 
physical behaviours) is of interest to researchers from 
different fields. Each of these physical behaviours has 
been investigated in epidemiological studies, yet their 
codependency and interactions need to be further 
explored and accounted for in data analysis. Modern 
accelerometers capture continuous movement through 
the day, which presents the challenge of how to best 
use the richness of these data. In recent years, analytical 
approaches first applied in other scientific fields have 
been applied to physical behaviour epidemiology (eg, 
isotemporal substitution models, compositional data 
analysis, multivariate pattern analysis, functional data 
analysis and machine learning). A comprehensive 
description, discussion, and consensus on the strengths 
and limitations of these analytical approaches will help 
researchers decide which approach to use in different 
situations. In this context, a scientific workshop and 
meeting were held in Granada to discuss: (1) analytical 
approaches currently used in the scientific literature 
on physical behaviour, highlighting strengths and 
limitations, providing practical recommendations on 
their use and including a decision tree for assisting 
researchers’ decision- making; and (2) current gaps and 
future research directions around the analysis and use of 
accelerometer data. Advances in analytical approaches 
to accelerometer- determined physical behaviours in 
epidemiological studies are expected to influence the 
interpretation of current and future evidence, and 
ultimately impact on future physical behaviour guidelines.
INTRODUCTION
Physical activity (PA), sedentary behaviour (SB) and 
sleep, collectively described as physical behaviours,1 
are of interest to many researchers from previously 
separate fields. Accounting for the inter- relations 
of these behaviours is important because: (1) they 
share the 24 hours of the day (ie, closure), so change 
in one behaviour results in change in others; and 
(2) the relation of a specific behaviour with health 
depends on other behaviours (eg, SB and mortality 
relation depends on moderate- to- vigorous PA 
(MVPA)2 3). These inter- relations should be consid-
ered in modelling their association with health, with 
attention to collinearity issues potentially leading to 
spurious findings.
Accelerometers are increasingly being used to 
estimate different constructs/dimensions of physical 
behaviours (eg, types (walking, cycling, dancing), 
intensities (light, moderate, vigorous), and postures 
(reclining, sitting, standing)). Other constructs 
focus more on the description of the acceleration 
signal (eg, time spent within acceleration bands 
with no energy expenditure interpretation (eg, 
min/day between 0 and 100 mg), or the accelera-
tion above which the most active 30 min of the 
day occur). The data- analytical approach usually 
includes: (1) reduction of the acceleration signal 
into meaningful behaviours/descriptors; (2) math-
ematical treatment of the descriptors if needed 
and (3) selection of the statistical model. Multiple 
choices are available for each step, and decisions 
should be adapted to the research question and 
account for potential collinearity issues arising from 
behaviours’ inter- relationships. However, there are 
currently no consensus/recommendations to help 
to choose the most appropriate approach. Online 
supplemental appendix 1 presents the different 
choices for descriptors, mathematical treatments 
and statistical models discussed in the Analytical 
approaches section.
The ‘International Workshop: A focus on statis-
tical methods to analyse accelerometer- measured 
PA’ was held in Granada on 21–22 October 2019. 
This event brought together a panel of researchers 
to discuss, reach consensus, and provide recommen-
dations about the most frequently used analytical 
approaches in the field and about future research 
directions in physical behaviour epidemiology. 
The focus was on modelling physical behaviour 
constructs (mainly related to PA and SB, although 
we also included sleep to cover the 24- hour 
continuum) as exposure variables and health indi-
cators as outcomes. We covered time- use descrip-
tors as those quantified in time over the day, and 
acceleration- based as those quantified as accelera-
tion magnitude.
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Data collection decisions are outside our focus, although deci-
sions on body attachment site,4–8 number of days recorded,9 
treatment of weekdays and weekend days,10 11 seasonality,12 
among others, affect the ability of accelerometer data to identify 
specific constructs/aspects of physical behaviours. For example, 
attaching the accelerometer to the hip, wrist or thigh may be 
considered depending on the constructs of interest (eg, PA inten-
sity,13–15 postures16 or sleep patterns,17 18 among others). A recent 
consensus report discussed best practices on these decisions.19
ANALYTICAL APPROACHES: DISCUSSION AND PRACTICAL 
CONSIDERATIONS
This section discusses different analytical approaches’ applica-
bility in various situations (or research questions). Analytical 
approaches include the combination of accelerometer descriptors 
(table 1, online supplemental appendix 1 (Section 1)) and statis-
tical models (table 2, online supplemental appendix 1 (Section 
3)) with and without mathematical (compositional) transforma-
tion (online supplemental appendix 1 (Section 2)). We provide 
practical considerations on (1) informativeness of each analyt-
ical approach for public health messaging and (2) appropriate-
ness of the analytical approaches for certain research questions. 
Additionally, table 3 shows the performance of these approaches 
regarding closure or collinearity, relationship assumptions and 
interpretation for PA guidelines.
Total PA and linear regression
Average acceleration (or steps per day) provides the simplest 
estimate of the overall movement and proxy for total daily 
PA- related energy expenditure. Statistical interpretation of 
findings using linear regression is straightforward since there 
is a single variable representing the overall activity volume. 
Thus, codependence with other explanatory variables is not 
usually a concern and linear regression models are an option 
for the analysis. The opinion of the consensus group is that 
the average acceleration is useful for reducing the confounding 
effect of PA in a given association analysis (eg, is the associa-
tion of sugar consumption with body mass index dependent on 
overall PA?), or as the main exposure in cases where it explains 
a large proportion of the PA- related energy expenditure in a 
certain cohort (eg, is PA- related energy expenditure associated 
with protein intake?). Beyond this, the average acceleration 
alone is not very informative relative to associations of specific 
physical behaviours with health outcomes, limiting its appli-
cability for public health messaging. A recent study proposed 
the minimum clinically informative difference for average 
acceleration from wrist data,20 but further studies are needed. 
Although these descriptors cannot be interpreted in terms of 
meeting or not meeting the PA guidelines, they may be the best 
descriptor to test the ‘move more’ message reported in several 
guidelines.
Table 1 Description of accelerometer- based descriptors of physical behaviours
Descriptor Brief description Examples
Average acceleration or steps 
per day
Arithmetic average of the processed acceleration throughout the measurement period or per day. 29 36 46–48
Time- use behaviours Estimates of time spent in physical activity intensities (eg, LPA, MPA, VPA), types (eg, walking, running, cycling), or SB, optionally 
expressed in bouted and unbouted behaviour. These estimates can be derived with heuristic methods or ML.
29 49–52
Intensity spectrum The intensity spectrum is an extension of cut- points which attempts to provide a much more detailed description of the physical 
activity intensity pattern. Instead of using cut- points representative of SB, LPA, MPA or VPA, the cut- points are arbitrarily selected 
to obtain a wider range of intensity bands.
32 33 53
Intensity gradient The intensity gradient describes the negative curvilinear relationship between physical activity intensity and the time accumulated 
at that intensity during the 24- hour day.
36 46
MX metrics The acceleration above which a person’s most active X minutes/time (MX) are accumulated, to focus on a person’s most active 
periods of the day.
54 55
Acceleration functions Description of the accelerometer data with a function rather than with a scalar. Functions seek a more detailed description of the 
accelerometer data without making a priori assumptions.
38 39 56
Other indicators Apart from the descriptors related to energy intensity or acceleration levels, an array of metrics can provide complementary 
information, such as: physical activity domain, circadian rhythmicity, timing, sleep efficiency, etc.
34 57 58
LPA, light physical activity; ML, machine learning; MPA, moderate physical activity; SB, sedentary behaviour; VPA, vigorous physical activity.
Table 2 Brief description of approaches to analyse associations between physical behaviours and health outcomes
Statistical model Brief description Examples
Linear regression 
modelling
Traditional models establishing the relationship between a set of explanatory variables and an outcome (ie, health outcome). Exposure is 




Isotemporal substitution models examine the theoretical effects of displacing a fixed duration of time between behaviours. Given the fixed 
and finite duration of a day, increasing time in one movement behaviour (eg, LPA) will result in a net equal and opposite change in other 




A regression approach/analysis that can handle an unlimited number of multicollinear explanatory variables by using latent variable 
modelling. Models are cross- validated to optimise predictive ability. Interpretation is based on the complete pattern of associations among 
the explanatory variables in relation to the outcome.
25 63–66
Functional data analysis Functional data analysis is an extension of scalar regression where the exposure or outcome is defined as a function rather than a scalar 
variable. The function can describe the full distribution of intensity of acceleration or the time- series of acceleration over the day. The 
function can be included in linear regression analysis through dimensional reduction techniques. Interpretation is in terms of certain 
accelerometer trace shapes.
37 38 67–69
Machine learning (ML) ML entails a broad range of techniques to automate the learning of high- dimensional and/or non- linear patterns in data with predictive 
ability (supervised ML) or data reduction (unsupervised ML) as its core priority.
41 70 71
LPA, light physical activity; SB, sedentary behaviour.
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Time-use behaviours or intensity spectrum and linear 
regression
Among time- use constructs, time spent in PA intensities is the 
most frequently used, while PA types and postures have gained 
momentum recently. These descriptors are often introduced in 
linear regression models to test the association of time spent 
in a certain intensity/behaviour with health outcomes. As it is 
widely used, it is useful for comparing estimates with other 
cohorts. The intensity spectrum is an extension of PA intensities 
with higher resolution energy bands. When using such time- use 
behaviours, requirements for bouts in these behaviours should 
be considered. We observe a lack of consensus in the literature 
on how a bout should be calculated, including the definition of 
both acceptable allowance drop period without terminating the 
bout and minimum and maximum duration. Bouts of 30 min 
for SB and 10 min for MVPA, often allowing short time inter-
vals outside the behaviour of interest, are frequently used.21 It 
is unclear how much these choices are driven by a desire for 
harmonisation, by public health guidelines, or by evidence. 
Although observational data based on 1- minute or longer epoch 
lengths suggest that any bout duration can produce health bene-
fits, randomised controlled trials investigating the effects of 
differing bout durations on health outcomes are lacking.21 Based 
on the observational studies, the recommendation about accu-
mulating PA in certain bout durations has been excluded from 
recent guidelines.22
Time- use behaviours (or intensity spectrum) include a set of 
codependent variables, and linear regression does not handle 
closure and collinearity among explanatory variables. When 
using these descriptors, linear regression adjusted for all physical 
behaviour components may be affected by multicollinearity.23 
Variance inflation factors are unable to explain inconsisten-
cies between linear regression models sequentially excluding a 
behaviour from the explanatory variables24 and might not be an 
acceptable diagnostic indicator for the interdependency between 
time- use descriptors.24 Additionally, the assumption of linearity 
of the association between these descriptors and health outcome 
might not be sufficiently met for analyses to yield valid results. 
This consensus group recommends moving towards other 
analytical approaches more suitable for studying the codepen-
dencies among time- use behaviours. In this regard, transforming 
time- use behaviours using the compositional data transforma-
tion (isometric log ratio (ILR), online supplemental appendix 1 
(Section 2)) represents an option. Using the ILR transformation, 
each variable indicates the time spent in a given behaviour rela-
tive to the time spent in the rest of behaviours of the composition 
(eg, SB, light PA, MVPA and sleep). In other words, it quantifies 
the effect of increasing the time in a behaviour while proportion-
ally reducing the time in the rest. Pair- wise reallocations of time 
can be interpreted from linear regression predictions on specific 
time compositions arising from hypothetical reallocations of 
time rather than from regression coefficients (as in isotemporal 
substitution models, online supplemental appendix 1 (Section 
3.2)). By transforming the variables, the codependency among 
the time- use descriptors relative to their time closure is solved 
(ie, it accounts for the codependency of time among vari-
ables). However, transformed variables can still be collinear, 
and collinearity should be investigated because linear regres-
sion cannot handle collinearity, regardless of its source. This is 
especially problematic when analysing the intensity spectrum 
since it provides a wide range of variables (usually more than 
10) that are highly correlated, even if using ILR- transformed 
variables.25 As such, we recommend testing the correlations and 
risk of collinearity among the explanatory variables (even when 
compositionally transformed). In absence of high correlations 
and collinearity, linear regression can be appropriate.
Table 3 Summary of analytical approaches’ (including descriptor, mathematical transformation and statistical model) strengths and limitations in 



























No Linear No No NA NA Linear Yes No
Time- use 
descriptors
No Linear Yes Yes No No Linear Yes Yes
Yes Linear Yes Yes Yes In part† Log- linear Yes Yes
No ISO Yes Yes Yes No Linear Yes Yes
No MPA Yes Yes No No Linear Not at the moment Yes
Yes MPA Yes Yes Yes Yes Log- linear Not at the moment Yes
Intensity 
spectrum
No Linear Yes Yes No No Linear Yes Yes‡
Yes Linear Yes Yes Yes In part† Log- linear Yes Yes‡
No ISO Yes Yes Yes No Linear Yes Yes‡
No MPA Yes Yes No No Linear Not at the moment Yes‡
Yes MPA Yes Yes Yes Yes Log- linear Not at the moment Yes‡
Intensity gradient No Linear No No NA NA Linear Yes No
No FDA No No NA NA Fewer assumptions than 
other models
Yes Yes§
MX metrics No Linear Yes Yes No No Linear Yes Yes‡




No FDA No No NA NA Fewer assumptions than 
other models
Yes Yes§
*Closure refers to whether a certain descriptor is a specific part of the daily time constraint (ie, it is measured in time per day).
†Indicates that it solves the collinearity due to the closure, but collinearity can still exist across the CoDA- transformed variables.
‡Indicates that the interpretation is made through a post- hoc application of validated cut- points to identify the PA intensity (eg, MVPA).
§Indicates that more work is needed on the interpretation of functional data analysis, an example can be found elsewhere.39
CoDA, compositional data analysis; FDA, functional data analysis; ISO, isotemporal substitution models; MPA, multivariate pattern analysis; MVPA, moderate- to- vigorous PA; MX, acceleration above which a person’s 
most active X minutes/time are spent; NA, not applicable; PA, physical activity.
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The opinion of the consensus group is that physical behaviour 
epidemiology should move to studying the combined effects 
and interactions of physical behaviours on health, and a feasible 
option is using ILR- transformed time- use descriptors and 
linear regression.24 26 This approach is informative for public 
health messaging as it provides information on combinations 
of behaviours (considering every behaviour that occurs in the 
day) which are beneficial for health. Clustering groups of people 
based on their behaviours is also an alternative to investigating 
the interactions between behaviours, although compositional 
analyses allow the variables to be studied on a continuous scale. 
With the intensity spectrum, the use of linear regression models is 
not possible because of collinearity issues in the variables (either 
transformed or not).25 The collinearity problem, however, can be 
solved by using partial least square (PLS) regression. Regression 
models can be used in different study designs, including longitu-
dinal studies, either with absolute27–29 or compositional data.30 
Linear regression with compositional data may need appropriate 
graphical representation of the results to interpret the magnitude 
of the association.24
Time-use behaviours or intensity spectrum and isotemporal 
substitution models
Isotemporal substitution modelling carries forward the main 
limitations of linear regression, that is, multicollinearity and 
assumption of linearity (as the magnitude of the association is 
derived from regression coefficients). These important limita-
tions preclude us from recommending the use of isotemporal 
models with time- use descriptors. However, it is notable that this 
approach provides broadly similar findings to compositional ILR 
transformation of time- use descriptors and linear regression.31 
Public health messaging can be complemented with information 
on the effect of reallocating daily time across behaviours (either 
with isotemporal substitution models or with linear regression 
with compositional data, the Time- use behaviours or intensity 
spectrum and linear regression section). The intensity spectrum 
has not been analysed with isotemporal substitution models 
thus far. We do not recommend such an analysis since the large 
number of variables in the intensity spectrum would complicate 
the interpretation.
Time-use behaviours or intensity spectrum and multivariate 
pattern analysis
Multivariate pattern analysis fully handles the collinearity among 
explanatory variables using latent variable modelling. Collin-
earity is approached as a dimensionality reduction problem in 
which the variance of the explanatory variables shared with the 
outcome is retained. Multivariate pattern analysis describes the 
pattern of associations for the descriptors with the outcome, 
accounting for the correlated structure of the data. Associations 
with health are interpreted for each descriptor (each PA intensity 
or band in the intensity spectrum) considering its codependency 
with the rest, but without quantifying time exchange between 
descriptors. A limitation of this analytical approach is that PLS 
regression models cannot be adjusted as usually done in linear 
regression. If covariates are included in the PLS model, they 
will contribute their shared variance with PA and the outcome. 
Aadland et al proposed obtaining residuals for the outcome from 
a linear regression model including confounders as explanatory 
variables, prior to entering the outcome variable in the PLS 
model.25 32 33 This challenge remains for the analysis of categor-
ical or time- to- event outcomes (eg, mortality).
Likewise, time- use behaviours or the intensity spectrum could 
be transformed as compositional data before performing multi-
variate pattern analysis. Since multivariate pattern analysis can 
handle singular data, the use of ILR coordinates is not neces-
sary. Aadland et al recently compared the use of centred log ratio 
(CLR)- transformed time- use and intensity spectrum descriptors 
with respect to associations with metabolic health using multi-
variate pattern analysis.25 While associations appeared to differ, 
the interpretation of associations, considering the absolute and 
relative interpretation, were partly equivalent. The interpreta-
tion of CLR- transformed variables may not be very informative 
for public health messaging as they represent the effect of time 
exchange from the geometric mean of the time- use descriptors 
distribution to a specific time- use descriptor (eg, MVPA or any 
intensity spectrum band).
Other similar alternatives to reduce dimensionality of the 
data while retaining relevant information by increasing covari-
ance among descriptors (rather than with the outcome) include 
factor analysis, principal component analysis, or joint and indi-
vidual variation explained.34 This consensus group recommends 
considering these approaches to analyse many explanatory vari-
ables (eg, intensity spectrum) in relation to health.35 There is no 
clear recommendation on the number of bands (or number of 
explanatory variables) to generate for this analytical approach, 
though previous studies have used from 16 (uniaxial data)32 
to 102 (triaxial data)33 intensity bands. Resolution (number of 
bands) may influence the relationship with the outcome and 
depend on the sample characteristics; thus, further research is 
needed.
Intensity gradient and linear regression
The intensity gradient describes the straight line negative slope 
of the natural logs of time and acceleration intensity.36 The 
intensity gradient was developed to: (1) capture the entire inten-
sity distribution, (2) avoid reliance on population and protocol- 
specific calibration protocols, and (3) provide information that 
complements average acceleration. The intensity gradient can 
be used alongside average acceleration to more fully describe 
the 24- hour movement profile by capturing both volume and 
intensity of PA. Using the intensity gradient and average acceler-
ation together in linear regression models allows investigation of 
independent, additive and interactive associations of volume and 
intensity of PA with health. More work is needed to interpret 
the intensity gradient relative to the adherence to PA guidelines.
Intensity gradient or intensity distribution and functional 
data analysis
The acceleration distribution over time of the day, the accel-
eration density or the intensity gradient function can be used 
in functional data analysis. Using scalar- on- function data anal-
ysis,37 these acceleration functions can be used as an explanatory 
variable in regression models including linear,38 logistic or Cox 
regression models. For example, in the case of the acceleration 
density function as explanatory variable, the association with the 
event of interest is described along the acceleration range.38 This 
shows acceleration sections that are associated with the outcome 
by accounting for the full acceleration distribution, allowing 
identification of a cut- point such that proportion of time spent 
above this acceleration cut- point is associated with the outcome. 
Once these cut- points are identified, it is possible to estimate 
differences in the outcome by allocating time below to time 
above this cut- point.39
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Functional data analysis has several advantages: (1) it is not 
affected by multicollinearity since it handles the data continuity; 
(2) it can test the effects of time reallocation and thus consider 
closure; and (3) it detects sections of the accelerometer data 
that are important for a certain health outcome, thus relaxing 
assumptions of linearity in particular behaviours made by other 
statistical models. Among its main limitations, acceleration func-
tions usually carry much information that may be irrelevant to 
the outcome, but is considered in the analysis. Its main drawback 
is difficulty translating the findings into useful, straightforward 
public health messages. Investigation of how to make the conclu-
sions of functional data analysis relevant to public health guide-
lines is highly encouraged by this consensus group (see39 for an 
example).
MX metrics and linear regression
MX metrics represent the acceleration above which a person’s 
most active non- consecutive X minutes over the day are 
spent. An advantage of using MX metrics is that analysis is 
not affected by cut- point assumptions on energy expenditure, 
while cut- points may be post- hoc applied to enable public health 
messaging. For example, if the M60 of a child is 230 mg, this 
can be compared with an MVPA cut- point, for example, 200 mg, 
14 showing that the child meets the 60 min daily MVPA recom-
mendation. However, if compared with a more stringent 250 mg 
MVPA cut- point, the child does not reach the recommenda-
tion. The post- hoc application of cut- points can, therefore, 
be skipped and keep the interpretation to the descriptive MX 
values instead. Another advantage of this approach is that the 
intensity of PA for the specified duration is captured regardless 
of how inactive a person is. Regarding statistical modelling, the 
MX metrics usually include a wide range of variables (table 1, 
online supplemental appendix 1 (Section 1)). These MX metrics 
are likely to be codependent as they are time- use descriptors, 
which may increase the multicollinearity risk. Likewise, each 
MX metric would carry partial and relative information on the 
pattern, and compositional transformation would also be inter-
esting, although this approach has not been tested yet.
The usefulness of MX metrics with multivariate pattern anal-
ysis has not been investigated yet. However, since one of the 
limitations of MX metrics with linear regression is collinearity 
among the explanatory variables, multivariate pattern analysis 
could provide new insights by overcoming collinearity.
Multiple descriptors and machine learning
Machine learning (ML) describes a broad range of techniques 
to automate finding patterns in data with a focus on predictive 
ability (supervised ML) or data reduction (unsupervised ML). 
ML methods have been widely applied to derive accelerom-
eter descriptors,40 yet rarely applied to study health associa-
tions.41 42 Different ML approaches have different strengths 
and limitations. In general, strengths include their usefulness for 
data- driven hypothesis generation, their capacity to handle multi-
dimensional data, their ability to find non- linear patterns, and 
the possibility of training a model in one dataset and updating it 
in another. However, it can be difficult to interpret how results 
are obtained and their significance for public health guidelines. 
ML methods can also be data hungry and computationally inten-
sive. Overfitting and sensitivity to (potentially unknown) biases 
in the training data are risks.
In some ways, multivariate pattern analyses and other dimen-
sion reduction methods can be considered ML methods. The 
Transparent Reporting of a multivariable prediction model for 
Individual Prognosis Or Diagnosis (TRIPOD) Initiative devel-
oped a set of recommendations for reporting of studies devel-
oping, validating, or updating ML- based prediction models for 
diagnostic or prognostic purposes.43 The TRIPOD statement 
should be considered when developing or applying ML- based 
prediction models in physical behaviour epidemiology.
FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
The workshop in Granada, as well as the later meeting and the 
work developed in the following months by this author group, 
has initiated a discussion on analytical approaches and their 
usefulness for public health guidelines. Currently, 150 min/week 
of MVPA in adults and older adults, and 60 min/day of MVPA 
in children are recommended by different agencies.22 44 Recent 
guidelines removed the 10- minute bout requirement for MVPA 
in adults, and included the importance of replacing SB for PA.22 
The Canadian PA guidelines are the first attempt to promote 
the combined effects of behaviours on health,45 although the 
evidence used was not based on the 24- hour paradigm (and so, 
appropriateness of statistical approach can be discussed).
We propose future research directions based on the research 
gaps identified, that is, the uncertainty regarding the accelerom-
eter data descriptors to use and what analytical models are the 
most appropriate given the research question being addressed. 
The authors of this consensus article agree that investigations 
determining associations between physical behaviours and 
health should be extended to understand the interplay of phys-
ical behaviours (PA, SB and sleep) in their relationship with 
health. Measurement and processing capacity is increasing and 
offers an opportunity to provide further information on how 
different intensities and types of PA interact to improve health. 
At the same time, the focus on translating findings to mean-
ingful information for interpretation in practice cannot be lost 
when using advanced analytical models. It is notable that most 
of the information presented comes from the PA and SB fields; 
thus, the relevance for the sleep research filed can be further 
discussed. The main implications for the analysis of accelerom-
eter data proposed and agreed by the authors of this consensus 
manuscript are presented below.
Short-term agenda
 ► Clear communication on the rationale for the use and limita-
tions of each analytical approach in studies is important 
for a meaningful interpretation of the findings. Practical 
recommendations for this are provided in the Analytical 
approaches section of this document and a decision tree was 
developed (figure 1) to assist researchers’ decision- making.
 ► Investigation of the associations of physical behaviours 
with health using different analytical approaches is encour-
aged. Ideally, physical behaviour epidemiology would draw 
consistent conclusions independently of analytical approach. 
To do so, clear reporting on the interpretation of findings 
derived from each analytical approach is crucial to under-
stand ‘a priori’ inconsistencies across methods. Triangulation 
of results from different analytical approaches is currently 
the best solution to quantify associations of physical 
behaviours with health. Additionally, using the best- suited 
analytical approaches for a given research question is crucial 
(see figure 1).
 ► Although little explored so far, ML- based approaches for 
diagnostic/prognostic purposes are worth implementing. 
We encourage transparent reporting of the resulting tools 
(TRIPOD initiative checklist).
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 ► Translating findings to meaningful information for guide-
lines should be a priority. Accurate reporting of study find-
ings, interpretation and practical implications is highly 
encouraged.
Long-term agenda
 ► How to conveniently adjust for confounders in multivariate 
pattern analysis should be investigated and its application 
extended to time- dependent outcomes (eg, survival analysis 
with mortality).
 ► Further efforts are needed to translate functional data anal-
ysis and other advanced analytical approaches’ outputs into 
meaningful information for public health guidelines.
 ► To evaluate whether the information gathered from the 
analytical approaches discussed herein can result in comple-
mentary information for public health guidelines. Such 
complementary information may result in more specific 
recommendations for certain health outcomes or popula-
tions, or even in their implementation at population level 
through movement sensors using evidence- based goals on 
PA intensity, duration, timing or type, among others.
CONCLUSIONS
This group agreed on several consensus points and research needs 
for physical behaviour epidemiology (see box 1 and figure 1). 
This consensus article will increase researchers’ understanding 
Figure 1 The GRANADA consensus decision tree and research question examples to assist in the selection of an analytical approach in the field of 
‘physical behaviour epidemiology’. JIVE, joint and individual variance explained; LPA, light physical activity; ML, machine learning; MVPA, moderate- 
to- vigorous physical activity; PA, physical activity; PCA, principal component analysis; SB, sedentary behaviour; VIFs, variance inflation factors.
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of different analytical approaches used in recent epidemiolog-
ical studies of physical behaviours. This article and the decision 
tree provided aim to assist researchers in selecting analytical 
approaches based on their research questions and data. This will 
ultimately have an impact on the scientific evidence and, there-
fore, on future public health guidelines on physical behaviours.
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